Dear Alumni and Friends —

Opening this issue are tributes to Jean Bethke Elshtain (1941-2013) delivered at a University memorial service in Rockefeller Chapel on October 17, 2013. Jean Bethke Elshtain was the Laura Spelman Rockefeller Professor of Social and Political Ethics at the University of Chicago Divinity School, and was jointly appointed in the Department of Political Science and the Committee on International Relations. She held this appointment, and continued teaching and mentoring students, up until her death. Here she is remembered by colleagues and friends.

The text of the 2013 Alumnus of the Year lecture is our second piece. Reverend Michael Kinnamon delivered “A Report from the Front Lines of a Renewal Movement under Siege” on May 2, 2013, in Swift Hall. In this piece, Reverend Kinnamon reflects on the ecumenical movement, and his place within it. “I long for a church better than the one I see around us,” he says, “and ecumenism is a way of possible renewal.”

We close the issue with a sermon offered during our Annual Ministry Conference, held on April 19th, 2013, in Swift Hall by Reverend Larry Greenfield. Reverend Greenfield reflects, in “Two Hallelujahs” on the theme of the conference—“Fair as the Moon, Terrible as an Army: Sexual Beings in Religious Community.”

My thanks to Robin Winge, our long-time publications designer, for her many years of service—and friendship—to the Divinity School, as she moves forward to new ventures. Thanks also to Ken Janssen, designer, and Kristel Clayville, editorial assistant, for their work on this issue.

I hope you enjoy this issue,

Terren Ilana Wein, Editor
Honoring Jean Bethke Elshtain
1941-2013

Words of Welcome
MARGARET M. MITCHELL

Welcome colleagues, friends, students, admirers and family of Jean Bethke Elshtain to this memorial and recognition of her life and work here at the University of Chicago and in the world. We are honored especially today by the presence here of so many members of Jean’s family: her husband, Errol, children, Sheri, Heidi, Jenny and Eric and their spouses Marty, Steve and Irene; and her grandchildren, JoAnn, Paulette, Robert, Paul and Christopher. Matthew Welch. And with us in spirit is Jean’s granddaughter, Christie.

When we gathered in Fort Collins, Colorado, for the funeral mass on August 19, and to lay Jean to rest just steps from her parents in Grandview Cemetery, beautiful, unforgettable eulogies were spoken by members of Jean’s family in the Blessed John XXIII Chapel at her beloved alma mater, Colorado State University. Sherri remembered her mother’s wonderful trips with her to New York City and Colorado State University. Sherri remembered her mother’s “unfathomable devotion” and of late night sharing of stories of her drinking vodka in the USSR and explaining to him why it was that she didn’t dilate on such stories at the dinner table, since not everyone might have the chance she had to travel the world, and she did not want to trump her own opportunities. Jenny said that she often had to learn about her mother’s accomplishments from others because she didn’t speak of them at home.

Eric began his eulogy with the statement: “When my daughter Christie would ask me questions like “Papa, why did the Romans crucify Christ?” or “Do you know Gaddafi is a dictator?” she had quite clearly been spending some time with her grandma.” He went on to mention a letter from John Carlson (one of the speakers today, and a former student of Jean’s) who thanked Eric and the rest of the Elshtains “for sharing JBE with us.” Jenny spoke for all the family on that day when she said that she would leave Jean’s academic and intellectual legacy to the scholars.

Today is that occasion—the moment for remembrance and celebration of Jean Bethke Elshtain’s deep impact on the fields of scholarship and public life, and on her colleagues, friends and students. Those who speak to and for us today—Professors William Schweiker, Franklin Gamwell, Stephen Meredith, John Carlson and Susan Schreiner—are those whom Jean herself told her daughter Heidi she would wish to offer words about her: we are gratified and honored that each accepted this loving invitation without hesitation. The musical program has been selected through the loving care and assistance of Errol, who—on this occasion at least—has ceded to Jean the primacy of the Beatles over Bob Dylan.

Together let’s honor the memory of our dear colleague, Jean Bethke Elshtain, Laura Spelman Rockefeller Professor of Social and Political Ethics and author, teacher, public intellectual, advisor, mentor, colleague and friend.

Even now I can hear her laughter in the still moments of these memories.

William Schweiker

I t might be a postcard delivered to my faculty mailbox from some place, somewhere here or yon. It might be an email in my in-box sent at sometime, now or then. Often they were short: a quick response to one of my scholarly or faculty inquiries. Sometimes they were long and detailed accounts of her condition—fair, bad, or worsening—or the school or a student or a colleague needed some project. She always wrote about her loved ones and also asked about my doings and how I was faring. Compassionate and direct, self-effacing and so funny were the jokes, the emails, and the postcards. Then the signature typed or signed with a flash in black ink as if she wielded a pen as a sword: “Thanks, Bill, for your friendship. It means a lot. Yours, J.”

Jean Elshtain was a woman of words. They flowed forth like water over a dam, always rushing, always powerful, an endless report and account of her life and our times. And now, with the sadness of her passing, it is hard for me and I suspect each of us gathered here today not to read her books like those emails, like one of those postcards, addressed to each of us. “Thanks for your friendship. It means a lot to me. Yours, J.”

Jean’s words came with certainty and moral rigor dedicated to a profound love and defense of the everyday things in our lives: our friendships, our relations, our bodies, our losses, our hopes deferred, and our confusions about the things of life, our responsibilities given what measure of power we wield. She wielded the pen to help herself and others out of the morass of confusion that besets our social and political lives. But she also plied that sword in the defense of the victims, like her, of disease, those judged unacceptable or unwanted in our culture of consumption, and those people who suffer under the brutalities of political regimes or cultural ideologies and philosophies motivated by ideals of perfection that actually endanger the everydayness and imperfections of human life.

The Lord God knows that Jean and I had our disagreements, small and large, in religious and political matters. But that fact never stopped the rush of words, it never threw into question a shared commitment to what defends and promotes human life, and disagreements never prevented a meal together, a cup of coffee in her office, or the laughter we shared so often. Her eyes would giggle and a contagion of laughter spread across her face. Even now I can hear her laughter in the still moments of these memories.

Jean was a woman of words, of sounds. She was also a woman of images: movies, TV shows, paintings, and...
pictures. Often I would toddle down to her office for an Ethics Area meeting or the review of a student or after a faculty meeting to talk, or over the last months as her health worsened just to see how she was doing and to know that with a smile she was fine, if struggling. A table piled high with books and in the corner her writing desk—or at least the computer. Above the computer was a print of Joan of Arc and as the eye roamed its way around the office the bonds of friendship? Too often fear is the driver or among those who are different, unalike.

Jean Elshtain was a woman of words and images used to inherit and enhance, and, perhaps above all, her given to her—family, colleagues, wider academy, nation, and world. In Memory of Jean Bethke Elshtain

A

though I was previously aware of Jean Bethke Elshtain and her work, not until a lunch in the early 1990s, when a small group sought to persuade her that Chicago was in her future, did I recognize her special presence among us. She was compelling, and I was instructed, as she easily and effectively spoke about politics and God—and thus the study of politics as an ethical inquiry, one laced about the corruptions of power and the limits of governmental possibilities but attentive also to moral presuppositions and achievements. It was apparent then that she would write a book on Augustine.

Soon, it also became apparent that she should come to this university. If an academic association has a distinct vocation—something like the critical pursuit of truth in response to whatever questions its members take to be important—one tradition at Chicago defines importance in terms of making a difference, at least in the longer run, to the human adventure. Jean Elshtain excelled in that tradition. She embraced the accounting of Hannah Arendt, whom Jean taught and treated: in the human condition, the vita contemplativa is subservient to the vita activa. Indeed, on my small desk there stood a book that marked Jean’s teaching and writing and speaking as her steady conviction that ideas, including thought about abiding moral and theological questions, can make a difference to the wider human community and its current personal and public problems—and for this reason she was an exceptional and consequential citizen of the public realm even while thoroughly an academic. She kept the best of company with Reinhold Niebuhr, another Augustinian realist, whose work Jean also loved and taught.

“The highest reaches of . . . individuality,” Niebuhr once wrote, “are dependent upon the social substance out of which they arise and they . . . find their end and fulfillment in the community.” (1948, 48) For Jean, human life is given to us in the plural, and she rejoiced in the communities given to her—family, colleagues, wider academy, nation, the Western intellectual tradition she made it her business to address political questions in the conviction that our real job is to protect and promote the divine image amid the trials and possibilities of our common life. I consider it one of the true honors of my career to have been her colleague at the University of Chicago. Yet infinitely more important is my deep joy to have had Jean as my friend. Thanks, Jean, for your friendship. I miss you.

Yours, B.
human fault. Still, if we are, in her words, “tempted by power, corrupted by greed, seduced by violence, and weakened by cowardice,” we are also, she said, “capable of great deeds of courage and selflessness” (1995, 117)—and she was ever hopeful for a common life in which our nature as “intrinsically social” (2008, 230) and thus a common good that serves and is served by “our distinctions, as . . . [persons] of particular gifts” (1995, xiv) are more fully honored. This democratic directive is the more vital in our time for her defense and practice of it.

And that abiding engagement is worth the mention as one context for explicit note of Jean’s religious convictions. Although democracy is and, perhaps, always will be on trial, it is nonetheless vindicated, on her account, because authorized by the divine reality. If she was an Augustinian realist, she also agreed with Jefferson and Lincoln: government of the people is rightly by and for the people because the laws of nature are the laws of nature’s God, for whom “every person is unique and irreplaceable” (1995, 126). And her religious voice was the more needed because that conviction is, in anything like the articulation she gave to it, the more wanting in our public life.

References:

Thoughts about the Death of Jean Elshtain

Stephen C. Meredith

I had the privilege of teaching several courses with Jean Elshtain, and whatever little I brought to the joint venture, I am certain that I gained far more from her knowledge than she did from mine. She began to fill in several serious lacunae in my learning on many topics, notably political philosophy, but also about theology, modern history, and, yes, especially about film. Whenever we taught courses together, she would be certain that we incorporated one or more movies into the course, and this always turned out to be a great addition. This was only one small aspect of Jean’s originality that she brought to teaching as she brought to everything else. I usually came to class neurotically over-prepared, with reams of notes; she would come with one or two sparsely typed pages, and yet every word on them was incisive and startlingly insightful. She was, among so many other things, a brilliant teacher.

When I heard she had died, my second response—I will come back to the first response—was so much of a cliché that I was very irritated with myself. It was disbelief, denial. I kept telling myself, “Damn it, don’t do ‘The five Stages of Grief’ thing—they’re so obvious.” But there it was: every time I thought about something in the broad fields of religion, politics, or philosophy, I kept saying to myself, “I would really like to discuss this with Jean.” This was true even at Jean’s funeral. In an odd and completely irrational way, I was looking forward to going to the funeral because I hadn’t seen Jean for a while, and there were quite a few things that I really needed to discuss with her—even though it was her funeral. Denial also had everything to do with why I have found it so difficult to come up with anything to say about her today; the problem certainly is not any lack of material. In spite of the obvious fact that it’s true, I am avoiding facing the fact that she is gone.

To come back to my first reaction. She had confided in me some of the details of her illnesses, and I knew how things stood with her. But in spite of her illnesses, she wanted so badly to be engaged in public discourse as I heard when I was informed of her death, that she accepted
...she would come with one or two sparsely typed pages, and yet every word on them was incisive and startlingly insightful.

One of the courses Jean and I co-taught was on the very modest topic of human nature—particularly on how biotechnology affects our understanding of this term. In his article, Meilaender wrote that although biology can tell us a lot about aging, and how we age, and, ultimately, how we die—by which I mean the mechanisms by which we age and die—it definitely has its limits. As Jean said during our course, biology describes us accurately, but not adequately. As a bioethicist, I am more than willing to agree with this statement … though sometimes, privately, I wonder about the “accurately” part. Thus, as Meilaender wrote, when we come to the ideas of the natural and human nature, we still need some concept that goes beyond biology—some concept which, as Alisdair MacIntyre wrote, goes beyond human nature in its unadorned condition. Meilaender also quoted the nineteenth-century philosopher, Henry Sidgwick, who wrote that “we must give a special precision to the meaning of ‘natural’; since in a sense … any impulse is natural, but it is manifestly idle to bid us to follow Nature in this sense. Theft and murder may be ‘natural’ in the purely biological sense, but I would argue that this is not what most of us intend when we use the word “natural” or try to speak about “human nature”.

Biology has its own set of swear-words. Surely, one nine-letter word is at the top of the list: and that is “telescopy.” In other words, biology has a sense of how we are going, but little or no sense of where we are going, or why. Scientists usually exclude any discussion of telos, as a methodological procedure; and once having done so, they begin to believe not only that telos is beyond science, but even, all evidence to the contrary, that it is beyond nature. For this latter statement, there is no justification. In spite of what the scientist irrigation. Indeed, this is. I believe that this is the strongest argument for attempts to retard aging and prolong life indefinitely. … Even if there are deep problems with that desire, something more is at work here than mere narcissism.”

One of the topics that always managed to get included in our courses was the problem of evil. In part, this was because it is my own obsession, which, I must add, is not altogether healthy. But there were other reasons. The problem of evil is also a topic that fitted well into our courses, which also included a large dose of Augustine, on which Jean wrote so persuasively in her wonderful book, “Augustine and the Limits of Politics”. (By the way, she usually referred to that book, far too modestly, as her “little book on Augustine.”) The topic of evil fitted well into the course on Human Nature, and rather obviously fit into one course we did that was especially fun, albeit in a gruesome way, “Murder Must Foul.”

But beyond the attineness of the topic, thematically, it also fitted extremely well into Jean’s life project—that project that begins to get at the question of “What is a human life for?” Like so many others, I was in awe of Jean’s intellect, but the truth is that around here, there are a lot of smart people, and while her brilliant intellect is certainly part of her legacy, what I admired even more in her was her passion, her energy, and above all, her moral courage. Her life was a living testament to the fight against evil. It might have started when as a young girl, she fought against the scourge that, thankfully, is all but gone in the world, and should be made to be gone, completely, throughout the world: polio. I am old enough to remember, though vaguely, when the success of the vaccine was first announced on April 12, 1955. Unfortunately, this was too late to save Jean from the disease. She once described how, when she was in the hospital with this terrible disease, not knowing whether she would live, and if she lived, whether she would ever walk again, she would spend her time reading and reading her Bible. She was also a woman, and then, a girl, of deep faith. Surviving a terrible disease is any other ordeal may require that combination of will and determinism, which gives some people the power to overcome the adversity of their circumstances. In her recovery, during her arduous and painful rehabilitation, during that terrible period of reaching the atrophied muscles in her legs to walk again, she also had at her back the drive of her mother, who must have been a woman of enormous determination. It would seem that she passed this trait on to Jean. Thomas Aquinas divided evil into poena (which can be translated as either pain or punishment) and culpa (which is fault or guilt). Brian Davies calls these “evil suffered” and “evil done,” respectively. If her early life had a lot to do with “evil suffered”, much of the rest of her life was a living testament to the fight against evil.
response to moral fault, “evil done”. Most of us are outraged by moral evils, but for Jean, it went beyond this: she had to go herself and fight the war on terror. In doing so, as had happened on other occasions before this, she was not looking for opponents, but she sometimes stood up for unpopular positions, and the opponents found her. I was often amazed at the civility of her tone, however angry she might have been, when she answered some of these opponents, who were not nearly so civil. This was only the last and in some ways her most public engagement in moral questions. At the same time, she was aware, as she wrote in her book on Augustine, that politics has its limits. These limits are the limits of what Augustine called tranquilitas ordinis: worldly, as opposed to eternal and true tranquility, which is not of this world. But these limits, Jean observed, were precisely the ones over which, paradoxically, it was sometimes necessary to fight.

I end with the point at which I began: how very like Jean it was to have done what Jean, in fact, did. In the title of Wheelock’s poem, “Song on Reaching Seventy”, the critical word is “reaching”. Jean just barely reached into her seventies, and I, like many others, wanted more for her. It is a triumph to reach seventy, especially with such passion and moral energy as Jean showed. And yet, it was her. It is a triumph to reach seventy, especially with such critical word is “reaching”. Jean just barely reached into Jean it was to have done what Jean, in fact, did. In the title Jean observed, were precisely the ones over which, Jean wrote in her book on Augustine, that politics has its limits. These limits are the limits of what Augustine called tranquilitas ordinis: worldly, as opposed to eternal and true tranquility, which is not of this world. But these limits, Jean observed, were precisely the ones over which, paradoxically, it was sometimes necessary to fight.

I end with the point at which I began: how very like Jean it was to have done what Jean, in fact, did. In the title of Wheelock’s poem, “Song on Reaching Seventy”, the critical word is “reaching”. Jean just barely reached into her seventies, and I, like many others, wanted more for her. It is a triumph to reach seventy, especially with such passion and moral energy as Jean showed. And yet, it was her. It is a triumph to reach seventy, especially with such critical word is “reaching”. Jean just barely reached into Jean it was to have done what Jean, in fact, did. In the title Jean observed, were precisely the ones over which, paradoxically, it was sometimes necessary to fight.

I end with the point at which I began: how very like Jean it was to have done what Jean, in fact, did. In the title of Wheelock’s poem, “Song on Reaching Seventy”, the critical word is “reaching”. Jean just barely reached into her seventies, and I, like many others, wanted more for her. It is a triumph to reach seventy, especially with such passion and moral energy as Jean showed. And yet, it was her. It is a triumph to reach seventy, especially with such critical word is “reaching”. Jean just barely reached into Jean it was to have done what Jean, in fact, did. In the title Jean observed, were precisely the ones over which, paradoxically, it was sometimes necessary to fight.

I end with the point at which I began: how very like Jean it was to have done what Jean, in fact, did. In the title of Wheelock’s poem, “Song on Reaching Seventy”, the critical word is “reaching”. Jean just barely reached into her seventies, and I, like many others, wanted more for her. It is a triumph to reach seventy, especially with such passion and moral energy as Jean showed. And yet, it was her. It is a triumph to reach seventy, especially with such critical word is “reaching”. Jean just barely reached into Jean it was to have done what Jean, in fact, did. In the title Jean observed, were precisely the ones over which, paradoxically, it was sometimes necessary to fight.

I end with the point at which I began: how very like Jean it was to have done what Jean, in fact, did. In the title of Wheelock’s poem, “Song on Reaching Seventy”, the critical word is “reaching”. Jean just barely reached into her seventies, and I, like many others, wanted more for her. It is a triumph to reach seventy, especially with such passion and moral energy as Jean showed. And yet, it was her. It is a triumph to reach seventy, especially with such critical word is “reaching”. Jean just barely reached into Jean it was to have done what Jean, in fact, did. In the title Jean observed, were precisely the ones over which, paradoxically, it was sometimes necessary to fight.

Jean Bethke Elshtain is my graduate advisor at the University of Chicago Divinity School. Before that, she had been my undergraduate professor at Vanderbilt University. So, I knew her for about twenty-five years—more than half of my life. She filled many roles for me, as she did for other students: supportive mentor, intellectual role model, exemplary Augustinian and, kind heart, and wise confidante. After I received my PhD, she later became an exceptional colleague and trusted friend. Words can’t describe the many holes left gaping when she died. If they could, such words could fill volumes yet probably still wouldn’t be very interesting to read. Instead, then, I offer a few remarks on the passing of a great woman beloved by many.

These reflections were first delivered from the pulpit in Rockefeller Memorial Chapel from which so many luminaries, including Jean Elshtain, have held forth over the last century. The chapel’s mighty limestone walls still harbor the echoes of these potent voices, Jean’s among them. Within them, one can still hear the forceful timbre of her beckoning. To hear or recall a voice is to apprehend and feel one’s presence. This is why, every year during
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“I am something of a restless soul and being on the move is one way to deal with that.”

Memorial Eulogy for Jean Elshtain

SUSAN E. SCHREREN

“Be urgent, in season and out of season. Free exchange of ideas. She knew how to

Be urgent, in season and out of season, convince, rebuke, exhort,
be unfailing in patience and in teaching.”

Bethke Elshtain. That’s not a bad lesson for a graduate student of hers to learn. And more importantly, there will not be another Jean Elshtain. So let me ponder briefly what being Jean Elshtain means—not only for her—but what that still means to us even after her passing.

Jean was a scholar-citizen par excellence who used her tremendous intellect for the moral nourishment of civic life. She was unique in the way she negotiated the public and the private—intellectually, but also personally as well—the ways that she allowed these two realms to mutually informed and enrich one another. While the domain of political engagement traditionally has been dominated by men, we are indebted to Jean for helping to wrest it from its male clutch. She thrived in the huge swaths of civic space she carved out for herself. So too have many women who have followed behind her. A uniquely gifted public intellectual, Jean flourished in a way that appeared so natural; that is, she was plain enough to artificially constructed the traditional public-private boundaries and gender lines that she herself breached and brokered, and ultimately broadened and reconfigured. (I should note that I never thought I’d find myself invoking the language of deconstruction to describe Jean Elshtain’s work—let alone at her memorial service.)

Jean loved the public engagement: the spirited debates and controversies, however much they occasionally pained her; the meetings with heads of state; the endowed lectures; the many speaking engagements; the weekly trips and travels of which she kept up while shuttling between her office in Chicago and home in Nashville. This hectic and exceedingly frenetic life. She was unique in the way she negotiated the public and the private—intellectually, but also personally as well—"to her son, he replied—"Share her? What choice did we have?" True enough. Jean was of strong will and conviction, and she sometimes resisted familial pleadings to slow down. I suspect many of her friends and colleagues asked her at some time or another, “Jean, why don’t you rest a little?” Apparently, she even entertained such thoughts herself—in a Christmas letter, which I came across recently. She writes:

I must say, there are times when I would like to chuck all the work and just journey to some place by a sea shore, as I love the lapping of the ocean and the sounds it makes at night as one lulls into sleep. I imagine myself sitting in a rocking chair with a blanket on my lap—perhaps something handmade by Aunt Martha— in a rocking chair with a blanket on my lap—perhaps something handmade by Aunt Martha— with a rip-roaringly good mystery novel in hand. I would read, occasionally drink tea, occasionally snooze, and just enjoy the beauty of God’s good earth. Perhaps one day. But, for now, it is family and work. I must say, I was a bit saddened to read these lines, to think of those pleasant, unrealized possibilities. But then I read on, as she batted away my concerns with dispatch: “I should add, by the way,” she continues, “that after about a week in my dream scenario I would probably get the ‘itch’ to get on an airplane and by somewhere to teach or to lecture. I love something of a restless soul and being on the move is one way to deal with that. It may not be the best way, but I have not yet found one that is better.” Jean was no more at home in her dream than I had been in mine.

Being Jean Elshtain was not always easy. And in her later years, when her failing health and advancing pain held her back or slowed her down, she commented that she missed being out there. At those times, she grappled with how to be when being Jean Elshtain was becoming untenable. I sometimes wonder if not being Jean Elshtain would have been very good for her or for anyone else for that matter. Until the end, she lived an extraordinary—and extraordinarily demanding—life. She accomplished more in seventy-two years than most people could accomplish in three lifetimes. Those who knew her, learned from her, and loved her would do well, then, to find creative ways to honor and continue her legacy—and express in our own lives our indebtedness for her keen mind, generous support, exemplary service, full life, and abundant labors. For through it all, Jean retained a Lutheran sense of vocation—as scholar and citizen, mother and grandmother—that carried through her conversion to Catholicism.

And now her pilgrimage has ended. She has been relieved of her physical pains and ailments, the travails of her earthly civic roles lifted, her full citizenship conferred. Now she reposes—in the good company of her friend Augustine, upon whom she meditated so much—and in the tranquility and fellowship of the heavenly city for which they both longed. You can finally rest now, Jean. Just rest.

Memorial Eulogy for Jean Elshtain

SUSAN E. SCHREREN

“Be urgent, in season and out of season.”

This verse by which the Pauline author encouraged his fellow Christians reads in full: “Be urgent, in season and out of season, convince, rebuke, exhort, be unfailing in patience and in teaching.”

For the time is coming when people will not endure sound teaching, but having itching ears, they will accumulate for themselves teachers to suit their own likenings. As for you, be steady, endure suffering, fulfill your ministry.”

These words from 2 Timothy 4:2 beautifully reflect the life and work of Jean Bethke Elshtain. All of the tributes that have filled the newspapers and journals describe Jean with words such as “gracious,” “generous,” “kind,” “humble,” and even “self-effacing.” For those of us who were fortunate enough to know her personally, these descriptions ring absolutely true and will always remain vividly in our memories. We also know that she endured suffering with courage and faith. Jean often said, “We must play the hand we are dealt.” On occasion I grumbled that this would be easier if the dealer was not always dealing from the bottom of the deck. But she gently corrected me and directed me back to a beneficial realism. Jean embodied that ancient insight of Aeschylus about the wisdom that suffering brings, an insight that continued to inform the Western Christian tradition:

“Zeus, who into wisdom’s way Guideth mortals, establishing this decree: By suffering truth,”

Woe’s aching memories before the mind oozes in sleep drop by drop.

So to men, wisdom comes, without their will.”

However, when we read the reviews and tributes that have poured in after Jean’s death, other words recur that hint at another aspect of her life, a more comfortable one perhaps: words like “controversial,” “hard-nosed,” “uncompromising,” “a woman who stood her ground,” “tough-minded,” and my personal favorite, “against the grain.” And these words are written by her admirers and not by one of her opponents whom Jean once appropriately labeled an “ideological stalker.” How did this determined, controversial tough-mindedness co-exist within this generous, kind, humble, and self-effacing person? We all know what those terms mean. There are code for the dreaded “c” word: Jean was “conservative.” One of my most vivid memories is of a student who stopped by my office and mentioned that there was some talk going on among the students about the fact that I was always seen sitting next to Professor Elshtain. Confused, I stared and said, “What are you talking about?” He replied, “Well, you know, you are a liberal and Professor Elshtain is conservative!” Stunned, I could only say, “So what?” But I thought to myself, “Is this what it has come to?”

Was she really so conservative? In reality, Jean transcended all such labels. Still, I would argue that she embodied the original and true meaning of liberalism. In fact, she was the most liberal person I ever knew because she loved the free exchange of all ideas. She knew how to
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She was out of season—she exhorted, corrected, and taught— with steadfastness, patience and endurance.

argue her case because she knew how to listen with respect to all points of view. Jean never mireded disagreements but there was one thing she really hated: sloppy thinking, the re-urterance of ideologies that made one feel comfortable and oh-so-certain. What she demanded of students, colleagues, and friends was that they think. Make your case, argue with reason, and always with civility. She yearned for both an engaged public and, as this conference is aptly called, an engaged mind. 

I was honored to call her my friend. I admired her greatly. Over the years Jean and I found that we needed each other. In our conversations, we talked about many things. We have heard about her love of movies. Jean just would not stop telling me how sorry she was to have missed a lecture I once gave on Clint Eastwood. We spoke about those sorrows we had endured and that had taught us so much. In terms of our work we shared a love of the West and the ideas of Western tradition, even if those ideas were in texts written by “dead white men.” We both loved Augustine. However, Jean and I did often wonder why we were both considered old-fashioned, not on the cutting edge. Finally I told her, “Jean, I’m not dying in this ditch.” Eventually she would utter one of her most common phrases, “Now look, let’s be honest.” So, now, in her gracious, humble and tough-minded way, let us be honest. Many of us have lost the ability to listen. We surround ourselves with those who think like we do. Jean understood the danger of being too intellectually comfortable. She knew that we could not think rigorously unless we listened rigorously to one another. Jean recognized our tendency to live within a house of mirrors where we end up hearing only our own perspectives and arguments. She was often intellectually out of season—and in a very real sense that was her calling, her vocation, her ministry. 

Sometimes we failed her. Our “itching ears” sought out those who were to our own liking. In so doing we failed to see the gift we had been given and who stood in our midst. Jean was not a gift despite being controversial but precisely because she was controversial. Jean exemplified the words of T.S. Eliot: “There is only the trying/she rest is not our business.” Jean tried. However, now the test is our business. The good news is that she left us her mind, challenges, and warnings. Her voice can still be heard in the twenty books and innumerable articles that can still question, teach, exhort, rebuke and convince us. She can still, in her gracious, humble and tough-minded way, teach us to listen, reflect, reason, and think. In season and out of season, Jean was a gift who will never leave us.

… and at the conclusion I simply said, ‘that’s the best I can do.’

Closing Words

MARGARET M. MITCHELL AND JEAN BETHKE ELSHTAIN

Professor Elshtain’s final public speaking engagement was the Milton K. Wong lecture on June 14, 2013 at the Canadian Broadcast Corporation in Vancouver, British Columbia, entitled, “Democracy on Trial Revisited.” The family has kindly invited us to hear this clip they have chosen from that interview to hear her unmistakable voice yet again. Our closing words this day belong to Jean Bethke Elshtain:

“Now, I noted in those earlier lectures that many human ills cannot be cured. “All human lives”—I’m quoting from my book—“All human lives are lived on the edge of quiet desperation. We must all be rescued from time to time from fear and sorrow. But I read the palpable despair and violence as dark signs of the times, as warnings that democracy,” as you heard earlier, “may not be up to the task of satisfying” the many dreams and aspirations and fairness that it seems to promise.

And surprisingly I was taxed by some critics as being far too gloomy, on the one hand, and there were others who accused me of being a running dog for capitalism, or someone who was just a goody-goody—but those folks never seemed to reconcile their contrasting views. When asked by a reporter for the CBC, “what does it mean to you to be an American,” I had responded on air: “it means that one can share a dream of democracy, it means one can make one’s voice heard, it means both individual accomplishment as well as a sense of responsibility. It means sharing the possibility of a brotherhood and sisterhood, that is perhaps fractional as all brotherhoods and sisterhoods are, and yet united in a spirit. It is more a spirit of good rather than ill will. It means that one is marked by history, but not totally overburdened with it and defined by it. It means one can expect some basic sense of fair play will be called upon, and at the conclusion I simply said, ‘that’s the best I can do.’”
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Endnotes

I am not sure that there is a typical career path for graduates of the Divinity School; but, if there is, I haven’t taken it. As I was finishing my dissertation in the spring of 1980, I had interviews for teaching positions at Phillips Theological Seminary—which was at that time located in Enid, Oklahoma—and Eureka College in Eureka, Illinois, as well as an invitation to join the staff of the World Council of Churches’ Faith and Order Commission in Geneva, Switzerland.

Both Phillips and Eureka are fine schools, but after visiting the towns of Enid and Eureka, I came to the conclusion that Geneva was in my immediate future.

Faith and Order, if you are not familiar with it, is the stream of the ecumenical movement that engages in multilateral theological dialogue on such traditional areas of church division as sacraments, ministry, church authority, and confession of the apostolic faith. So there were raised eyebrows when I told colleagues in Geneva and on the commission that my PhD was in the field of Religion and Literature. I remember one European theologian who responded, “How very American”!

This was reinforced at a meeting of the WCC Central Committee during my first week on the staff. The discussion had to do with a draft of the eucharist section of the document, Baptism, Eucharist and Ministry, and specifically, with the meaning of the word sarx. I was sitting with another brand-new staff member, Hans-Georg Link, a theologian from Germany. I recall feeling ahead of the game because it was obvious to me what research was needed from the staff, while Hans-Georg seemed unsure of the dynamics of the meeting. So I headed to the library and started looking up sarx and soma, probably in Kittel, only to discover that a contributor to the general entry was... Hans-Georg Link!

This often proved to be the case. The European colleagues, especially those with degrees in historical theology, were, generally speaking, better prepared as research scholars, but the Americans were better able to keep multiple balls in the air. And this was particularly true for one with a degree in Religion and Literature, a degree that prepared me to think synthetically, to see connections in disparate positions. Religion and Literature has also been good background for ecumenical work because it has enabled me to live comfortably with ambiguity. A poem by Yeats or a novel by Melville resists univocal interpretation.

This event, then, gives me the opportunity to say thank
There was a time when the academy and the movement for church unity were much intertwined.

you for the education I received in Swift Hall, no matter how inappropriate it may have seemed to some on the path I have taken. And I want, especially, to express my deep appreciation to my dissertation advisor, a man I am now pleased to call a good friend, Professor Tony Yu. The cultural, intellectual breadth of his scholarship has been a great source of inspiration to me and many others. To put it another way, my sense of the world was greatly expanded in his classes, including one on the famous Chinese novel, *The Journey to the West* (Tony’s translation of it is a classic) — and there could have been no better preparation for a ministry dealing with the *nkumute*.

One more word about my education. Since leaving the Divinity School, I have found Professor Marty to be an invaluable source of insight on things ecumenical. (For the third volume of the *History of the Ecumenical Movement*, published in 2004, I wrote the chapter that provides an overview of the movement since 1968. Marty wrote the preceding chapter that provides an overview of the world in that period! It is a measure of how much wider his scope is than mine, but I regard it as an honor to be associated in this way.) I did not, however, take a course with Marty while I was a student here, and, in fact, managed to pass through these halls without any exposure to the history and theology of modern ecumenism. And I suspect that, in this regard, I am not alone.

There was a time when the academy and the movement for church unity were much intertwined. To take a well-known example, the committee drafting the background paper on the theme for the 1954 WCC assembly, held just up the road in Evanston, included John Baillie, Karl Barth, Emil Brunner, Robert Calhoun, Owen Chadwick, Paul Manz, Charles Hodge, Lesslie Newbigin, Reinhold Niebuhr, D. T. Niles—and that’s just the first half of the alphabet! (Their representation is a classic.)

Many factors no doubt contributed to the breaking of this connection. An appropriate demand for greater inclusivity has meant less room for established scholars from the academy. There are complaints—legitimate, in my judgment—that the ecumenical agenda has tipped too much in the direction of activist work without sufficient theological grounding. (To take my favorite bad example, the statement of the National Council of Churches on the first Gulf War contained only one biblical reference: “What then are we to say about these things?” [Romans 8:31].) Perhaps as a result, ecumenical social pronouncements often seem unrealistic, even utopian. And there is a well-founded perception in the academy, in the words of Krister Stendahl, “that the WCC is not interested in open analysis and criticism, but only enlist academicians who can supply arguments in support of preconceived positions—a modern edition of ‘court theologians.’” (I personally, have been guilty of using biblical texts and historical materials to buttress ecumenical claims I am predisposed to affirm, without adequate scholarly exploration of whether or not they actually support such claims. I do not repent of being so passionate about ideas that I want to see them enacted; but I do repent of occasional academic ruminations that only serves to widen the gap between academy and movement.)

This afternoon, however, I am less concerned with analyzing this rupture than with lamenting it. It is part of my report from the front lines of a renewal movement underway. I would not be right to offer such a report without stressing that ecumenism occupies a prominent place in the history of the church in the twentieth century. “The ecumenical movement,” writes the British theologian, Paul Avis, has not simply replaced suspicion, incomprehension and rivalry with understanding, trust and friendship—though in itself that is no mean achievement. In the form of theological dialogue, ecumenism has also significantly scaled down the extent of church-dividing issues between Christian traditions. And has established that there is a “certain, albeit imperfect, communion” between churches that are not yet in full communion.

In the form of councils of churches, the movement has been the setting within which previously-competing denominations pray for and with another, bear common witness to Jesus Christ, instead of only recruiting for their “brand” of Christianity; join in concerted action against racism, war, and economic oppression; and engage in shared service on behalf of those in need. Even where closer structured relationships has proved difficult, churches have at times been changed through encounter with Christians in other confessions and cultures. To say it another way, churches have been renewed through mutual sharing of the gifts each has received thanks to their distinctive experiences of God’s presence and power. My own denomination, the Disciples of Christ, is an example of how worship has been enriched and understandings of mission have been extended as a result of relations with other churches through various dialogues, including the Consultation on Church Union. Speaking personally, I have continued to be involved in the movement because, like many other Christians, I long for a church better than the one I see around us— and ecumenism is a way of possible renewal.

It seems increasingly unlikely, however, that this ecumenical impulse, at least in its past forms, will figure prominently in the history of the church in this century. The New York Times columnist, Ross Douthat, speaks for many outside observers when he writes that the ecumenical movement has borne real theological fruit, “but what began as a daring experiment has decayed into bureaucratic complacency—a half round of interdenominational statements—only tenuously connected to the gospel.”

There is truth in this indictment, but let’s nuance it. Any report from the front lines must take note of the extensive split between two sets of ecumenical priorities: to the point that it is difficult to speak of one ecumenical movement. This split becomes visible each spring in the different constituencies that attend Ecumenical Advocacy Days and the National Workshop on Christian Unity. In my experience, most Advocacy Days participants argue that the fundamental divide in human community is between rich and poor, oppressor and oppressed; and the basic division in the church has to do with how Christians respond to and participate in these divisions of the world. They use language like “unity in solidarity” and focus, not on an agreed statements of faith or common structures, but on a shared willingness to act together in response to human need.

By contrast, those who attend the National Workshop generally contend that the church would serve the human community best if it were to live more fully as the church God wills—confessing Christ together, sharing the eucharistic meal, recognizing the baptisms and ordinations performed in other parts of the body, having a system that allows, when needed, for common decision making. Addressing these areas of division is, therefore, the highest ecumenical priority and the basis for authentic Christian witness and mission.

Both groups would say they are central to ecumenism in the United States, and, in my experience, there is almost no overlap between them. Indeed, many Advocacy Days participants, if I’m not mistaken, see Faith and Order-style dialogue as, at best, irrelevant, at worst, detrimental to their efforts, since they have little interest in unity with those who don’t share their social-political commitments. For their part, many National Workshop participants have a negative attitude toward political advocacy, viewing it as inherently divisive.

This split is evident in all sorts of settings. I have been privileged to teach two different years in Indian seminaries where a high percentage of the students are from a Dalit background. When it comes to unity, their deepest bonds are generally with other Dalits, not with non-Dalit Christians who may not share in the struggle against caste oppression. They usually affirm the idea of unity-in-diversity, but not that diversity!

Much of my own writing and editing over the past...
quarter century has been an attempt to counter this split, to show that the ecumenical vision becomes most profound and the movement most vital when unity and justice are held in creative tension. This is only possible, as I see it, if Christians affirm 1) that the church’s unity is a gift of God and not, therefore, constituted by human agreement, and 2) that this gift, which Christians are called to make visible, is also part of the church’s eschatological horizon. Because unity is a gift, not a product of our agreement, we can eschew any “cheap unity” that would avoid contentious issues for fear of disruption. It frees us to disagree passionately without breaking fellowship. And because unity is an eschatological calling, Christians should also be prepared to challenge present, partial unities in order to manifest that deeper, wider communion of God’s promise. These are points I have argued at some length in various publications.

All of this was severely tested when, in 1991, I was nominated by the denominational search committee for the position of General Minister and President of the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ), a nomination that did not meet with universal acclaim (!), and was ultimately defeated, due primarily to my support for the gay and lesbian community. How can you call yourself ecumenical, I was asked more than once (and not just by right-wingers), when your public positions cause such division?

What became clear to me in those stress-filled months is that there are times when Christians must take sides against others who claim the name of Christ. Even in such moments, however, it is essential to recognize that the “them” we oppose are, in some fundamental way, “us.” Thus, if asked whether my deepest source of communal identity is in groups of like-minded LGBT advocates or in the church with its Nebraska pastors, I will answer, through gritted teeth, “in the church,” because it is there that my own pretensions to self-righteousness are challenged and the full import of divine reconciliation is felt. I must not refrain from bearing witness to the gospel as I understand it; but central to that gospel is the new community of Christ in which I am linked with persons I may not like or be like.

By the way, I took it as an acknowledgement of my persistence in making such arguments when George Lindbeck, in a 2005 article in The Christian Century, labeled the effort to hold unity and justice in tension as “MK ecumenism.” As far as Professor Lindbeck was concerned, however, I was persistent but not persuasive. Faith and Order, in his view, must take precedence over Life and Work in somewhat the same way that faith takes precedence over works in Reformation teaching. Kinnamon’s effort, he wrote, is noble but ultimately doomed because whenever unity and justice are seen as equal, intertwined goals politics ends up dominating theology and the ecumenical movement becomes simply another forum for pursuing political agendas. I will testify, on the basis of considerable experience, that this is indeed a danger—but one that must be faced by ecumenically-oriented Christians.

This split in the movement is part of my report on weaknesses in contemporary ecumenism; but the malaise, I have come to see, is more deep-seated. It manifests itself today in a loss of commitment among leaders of our churches to the possibility, to the very idea, of Christian unity. I recently heard the head of the Vatican’s Pontifical Council for Promoting Christian Unity, Cardinal Kurt Koch, say that what pains him most is that so many Christians are no longer pained by divisions that, in the words of Vatican II, contradict the will of Christ, scandalize the world, and damage that most holy cause, the preaching of the Gospel. In my experience, the great vision of ecucharistic fellowship is reduced in the minds of many church leaders to policies of good neighborliness and occasional cooperation that can easily be demoted on the

...the ecumenical movement... was a product of modernity, reflective of the same dreams for human unity that gave rise to the United Nations.

list of ecclesiastical priorities. Even full communion agreements, such as that between the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America and the Episcopal Church, which I certainly applaud, are often implemented minimally rather than maximally, becoming examples of what Albert Outler scornfully called “ecumenism within the status quo.”

What has brought us to this state of affairs? One factor is, ironically, the movement’s success in effecting a real, of limited, improvement in interchurch relations, which has lessened the urgency for further advance. We may not be able to share the eucharist or affirm one another’s ministries or make much concerted impact on public debates about war or poverty or climate change, but at least we get along. Isn’t that enough?

This sentiment is especially prevalent within mainline churches, where the pillars of ecumenical organizations and dialogues. I don’t need to recount how these churches, including my own, have suffered a decline of resources and influence, and are now faced with internal divisions over issues like homosexuality. And I suppose it shouldn’t be surprising that these churches now seem content with occasional cooperation, are less willing to risk new ecumenical ventures, and that we are witnessing a renewed focus on denominational identity. But it is still amazing to see these churches, after a century of ecumenical life, engaging in a competitive, even predatory, scramble for new members. Generally speaking, ecumenism remains something that they do, when expedient, not something they are as scripturally-grounded commitments.

(Since I have been hard on church leaders, I feel compelled to note, parenthetically, that this is a very difficult time to be one, especially in churches once called mainline. I recognize the multiple, intense pressures faced by those in denominational leadership, but am still disappointed in the withdrawal of investment in efforts to make visible our unity in Christ. Not only is church unity a truth of the gospel, it is potentially renewing for these very churches.)

There is no doubt that all of this has soured many who would-be ecumenists. I have repeatedly watched seminary students get excited by the products of ecumenical dialogue, of which there is no shortage, only to grow cynical when they grasp the profound lack of reception, lack of change, in our churches. Karl Rahner once spoke about “the neurotic fear that we might be in agreement”—so that whenever they get close to it, churches raise the ante. This is not lost on new observers. And when expectation outruns actual accomplishment, energy for the whole effort will be lost.

Another factor in the decline of interest in ecumenism may be the, otherwise laudable, improvement in and emphasis on interfaith relations. Many of my students, again to take them as example, now regard Christian unity as passé, seeing interfaith dialogue as a more relevant alternative. Some acknowledge that the unity of Christians may have seemed important to our ancestors living in a predominantly Christian society, but the growing religious diversity of our culture has made even ecucharistic fellowship seem like a narrow, relatively inconsequential, aspiration. For others, it is simply easier and far more enjoyable to relate to liberal Jews and irenic Muslims than to obstreperous conservatives who also claim the name Christian.

However, a more profound reason for the loss of commitment to the goal of unity (no surprise to anyone here) has to do with the post-modern emphasis on particularity. What was once seen as scandalous division is now often regarded as enriching diversity. Of course, diversity isn’t diverse apart from its placement in larger wholes, unity and diversity are symbiotic concepts, but this cultural shift has still cast suspicion on the very goal of ecumenism.

Historians point out that the ecumenical movement, for all of its early Orthodox involvement, was a product of modernity, reflective of the same dreams for human unity that gave rise to the United Nations. In its heyday of the 1960s, the movement championed an understanding of unity in which particularity is subordinate to wholeseness and there is an appreciation for common structures and theological consensus that transcends local context. Such models now feel, at least to many, like corporate merger, even like forms of hegemony designed to preserve the power of those who already have it. Ecumenical leaders—most especially the German theologian, Konrad Raiser—have attempted to articulate a post-modern basis for ecumenism. Raiser argues, as I have, that “fellowship does not come into being as a result of anyone here” has to do with the post-modern emphasis on particularity. What was once seen as scandalous division is now often regarded as enriching diversity. Of course, diversity isn’t diverse apart from its placement in larger wholes, unity and diversity are symbiotic concepts, but this cultural shift has still cast suspicion on the very goal of ecumenism.

...the ecumenical movement... was a product of modernity, reflective of the same dreams for human unity that gave rise to the United Nations.
Can new evangelical and Pentecostal partners give fresh energy to the movement?

Local ecumenical work tends to be more a matter of cooperation than renewal through full sharing of life.

together on the basis of common commitment, belief, or inclination. The abiding difference of the other is rather a condition for the possibility of relationship and fellowship. But much more work needs to be done on an understanding of Christian unity suited for the twenty-first century.

All of this, of course, has taken a great toll on ecumenical bodies, including the National Council of Churches. You may have read that the Council, faced with grave financial challenges, is in the midst of dramatic reconfiguring. I am not the one to comment on what is now emerging, but I can illustrate the financial condition by picking on a church family that I actually like a lot—the Orthodox. One quarter of the thirty-six NCC members are Orthodox churches, either Eastern or Oriental. When I became General Secretary at the beginning of 2008, the previous year’s combined contribution from all nine Orthodox members would have kept us open for one hour on January 1. Nearly half of the members’ communications had contributed nothing at all. I am pleased to report that this percentage improved during my time at the NCC, but, meanwhile, the Presbyterian Church (USA) reduced its undesignated giving by fifty percent in one year, more than offsetting any gains from small churches.

All of this further undercuts fundraising, because it is tough to get individuals or foundations excited about supporting the NCC financially when the overall giving of its members has fallen by two-thirds in the last decade. An understandable concern for survival (I certainly felt it) begins to take precedence over innovative thinking. And the real problems are financial difficulties lead inevitably to restructuring, which begins to take precedence over innovative thinking. And the extent this happens, their very existence institutionalizes present divisions.

I mention only one other indication of this fundamental misunderstanding (one that affects every council of which I am aware). Outsiders often assume that meetings of the NCC, with members ranging from Quakers to Greek Orthodox, are filled with theological fireworks—but that is not the case. Rather, the NCC is marked by what Jan Love (a significant leader in the WCC) calls a “polete parallelism” that avoids contentious matters, precluding the possibility of learning from one another or seeking God’s guidance together. If a church cannot ask its partners in the community of the council, “What is your theological basis for ordaining persons who are gay or lesbian?” or “Why have you refrained from joining other churches in public witness for gun control?”, where can such questions be raised? Churches that think only in terms of cooperation will avoid hard questions for the sake of a shallow harmony. Churches that think in terms of mutual commitment will welcome them for the sake of mutual growth and deeper discernment of God’s will.

As some of you know or may have read, I decided not to accept the offer of a second term as General Secretary for health reasons. It was also becoming clear to me, however, that I am not the leader needed for this time of change. In my judgment, the problem with the Council’s budget is not on the expense side of the ledger, but on the revenue side, with churches treating conciliar membership as an add-on to their “real” life and mission and, therefore, failing to fund their conciliar commitments. Beyond that, I am too invested in the current movement, perhaps too appreciative of the gains that have been made, to grasp fully the new things God is doing in our midst.

I am also very aware of the tensions inherent in any single prescription for renewal. Can the revolution in communications technology bring new vitality to ecumenism? Yes, surely. But the key discipline of the ecumenical movement has been to face dialogue and relationship building, and I cannot help but lament anything that undermines it. Can new evangelical and Pentecostal partners give fresh energy to the movement? Yes, surely. But, as you’ve heard, I believe that unity is inseparable from social justice, and I know that expanding the table often reduces the range of justice commitments the churches can make together. Can the leadership of young adults foster new ways of thinking and acting ecumenically? Yes, surely. But I am convinced that an orientation to the future must not forget the achievements of the past, lest we spend time reinventing rather than building on what has already been accomplished. Can the growing focus on interfaith relations expand the search for human wholeness that is central to the ecumenical vision? Yes, surely. But the ecumenical movement has been grounded in the conviction that in Christ we have seen God’s most decisive act of reconciling love—that the church, the community of Christ’s followers, is called to be an embodied sign of such reconciliation—and I pray we will never back away from this witness.

It would be a mistake if this report from the front lines left only a negative impression. My own future work, insofar as it deals with ecumenism, is likely to be concentrated in two areas where I see signs of hope.

First, I intend to spend more time encouraging local expressions of unity, especially ones that involve lay leadership. Histories of the movement often focus on such episcopal leaders as Nathan Soderblom and William Temple; but its lifeflow flowed from the mission fields, the World Sunday School Association, the YMCA and YWCA, the various Bible societies, and the Student Christian Movement—all of which were lay driven.

What began, however, as a lay effort to renew the church was eventually domesticated, brought under control by the churches it was intended to reform. “My own personal ecumenical experience,” writes Ernst Lange in his marvelous little book, entitled And Yet it Moves, “was acquired...within the laity and renewal movements, which originally invented the ecumenical movement in the nineteenth century but were then swallowed up and alienated by it as the church institutions took over.” Are the Disciples an ecumenically-oriented denomination? Why, yes, we have an office in Indianapolis just for that purpose. I give thanks for the work of professional ecumenists after all, I have been one. But if the movement is to move, it must do so locally and among the laity—a development that may actually be enhanced by the weakening of denominational structures. Local ecumenical work tends to be more a matter of cooperation than renewal through full sharing of life. Still, there is, in my experience, real energy there for common worship and mission. Sharing stories of what is going on in different settings may encourage others to go and do likewise.

Second, I will try to fan the flame in churches that are just beginning to experience the warmth and light of sustained contact with others. In this regard, I want to end by telling you about my favorite church in the NCC: the Mar Thoma.

The Mar Thoma Church, for those who are not familiar with it, has its roots in the stories of the Apostle Thomas and his arrival on the southwest coast of India in 52 A.D. A portion of this ancient Orthodox community was deeply affected, however, by British missionaries, and it is this “reformed Orthodox” tradition, in full communion with the Church of England, that is known today as the Mar Thoma Church. This bridge church heritage has meant that the Mar Thoma in India have been inclined toward ecumenical engagement; and the church has produced such leaders for the global movement as M. Thomas, the first layman to serve as Moderator of the WCC’s Central Committee.

In this country, I was initially opposed to Mar Thoma membership in the NCC because I thought they should be part of the Episcopal Church. The Council doesn’t need to encourage fragmentation by immigration. The hold of the Malayalam language and Indian culture proved too strong,
It may be that less optimism and more hope allows us to let go of favored projects and structures ….

However, and there are today between fifty and sixty congregations, half of them in the northeast. During the first two generations of immigrants, the priests were all Indian-born and the church was, by its own admission, quite insular; but in recent years, a new spirit is emerging. For example, in the spring of 2010, not long after the earthquake in Haiti, I was invited to speak at the Annual Assembly of the North American diocese. When I finished, Bishop Theodosius announced that the Mar Thoma congregations had taken a special offering to be used by their conciliar partners. “The Mar Thoma Church has no presence in Haiti,” said the Bishop, “but because we are part of the National Council, we are there”—and handed me a check for $131,000.

Not long after, a delegation of representatives from various NCC churches visited the Mar Thoma at their headquarters near New York City. This was part of the NCC’s program of “church to church visits,” designed to reinforce the point that the Council is the relationship of the churches to one another. In most instances, the visited church would have ten to fifteen persons present, including the Head of Communion. Bishop Theodosius made sure that more than sixty were present for the Mar Thoma visit, including a high percentage of their priests, as well as key laypersons—women and men, young adults and elder leaders.

We began by asking, “Are you an Indian church with a branch in the United States or an American church with roots in India?” and watched the room divide generationally! Finally, Bishop Theodosius intervened. “It seems to me,” he said, “that we have much to learn from our ecumenical friends who have been through this ahead of us. We need your prayers and guidance.” Following every visit, I would send a letter summarizing the conversation to the Head of Communion. In this case, Bishop Theodosius sent my letter to every congregation, urging that it be read at a suitable public occasion as a gift from the church’s conciliar partners, and as an encouragement for them to be ecumenically engaged in their local setting.

I think you can see why this was my favorite NCC church; but, in a sense, this experience is not unusual. After thirty years of such work, I have come to realize that ecumenism flourishes in the period, the space, when a church emerges from exclusivity and isolation into encounter with other perspectives, when a church still holds fast to its theological core but also sees that its reading of the gospel can be enriched through dialogue and collaboration. That’s why the Roman Catholic Church gave energy to the whole movement in the years after Vatican II, why my students most interested in ecumenism tend to be disaffected evangelicals, and why my other favorite church of recent years has been Christian Science. Professor Marty once suggested that the problem facing the contemporary church is that many of those who are committed aren’t civil, and many of those who are civil aren’t committed. In my experience, ecumenism flourishes in that space when the committed are becoming civil.

There is no doubt it would have been easier to be on the front lines of this movement fifty years ago! In my better moments, however, I am happy to have been part of this ministry in such a time as this. A movement unable to reveal in institutional success may learn to trust more in God’s guidance, discerned through theological reflection and prayer, than in our skill at managing organizations or drafting texts. It may be that less optimism and more hope allows us to let go of favored projects and structures, while holding fast to God’s promises.

The seminal WCC Conference on Church and Society, held in Geneva in 1966, began its “Message” by saying, “As Christians, we are committed to working for the transformation of the world.” Compare this to the theme of the WCC’s assembly in 2006, “God, in your grace, transform the world.” Those who are optimistic speak of what they can accomplish. Those who live in hope give thanks for what God may accomplish, regardless of how difficult the present may seem. And such humility may itself contribute to the renewal of the church.

Two hallelujahs. Two hallelujahs bearing witness to us this morning. Two prayers of praise inviting us: to feel and to probe, to experience and to enter and be entered into, to touch and to explore, to taste and savor, to penetrate and be penetrated, and to give mind and memory to, so that we might discover—or leave in mystery—some good news about: our selves, our selves together, our selves uniting and separating, our selves satiated and left wanting, our selves satisfied and still needing more, all—possibly—in the presence, and maybe even with the participation, of the sacred, the divine, the holy. Two hallelujahs.

One of the hallelujahs, small as it relatively is, almost hidden in the manifold texts of our scriptures—or, if not hidden, kept cloistered by the guardians of our sacred writings—yet exuberant and not to be denied in its affirmations about what it means to be human in the fullest sense, and what it means to be creatures in the image and likeness, in the abiding presence (even absence) of the perpetual creator. (Or is it “creators!”—if that, which divinely creates us and all that is, is itself sexual?)

But even there the Song of Songs corrects and redirects us from the predispositions and confections of our sciences and and surely of our sacred societies: that our sex and sexuality is only, or primarily, for creation and procreation. Life itself, these poems shows us, is also about pleasure—yes, sexual pleasure—the pleasure that is to be awakened and developed within us, and even more the pleasure that is in store when we are attracted to the beauty in another.

The Song of Songs invokes in us and evokes from us, then, a prayer of thanksgiving—of hallelujah!—for liberation: the liberation from these restrictions and restraints that have been developed over the centuries and millennia to control, and so often to suppress, what is undeniably within us.

But not just liberation. Our cries of “hallelujah!”—our prayers of praise and thanksgiving—are also for the ways the Song of Songs contributes to our vocabulary, to our language, to that which allows us to express and thus, we come to see, to enhance the gift of our sexuality within and between us. This Song—or, better, this collection of songs—provides us prompts to put into words what we are experiencing in all our senses as sexual beings—words, and batches of words, and explosions of words that convey what we see and taste and smell and hear and feel when we are sexually alive, sexually aroused, and, yes, sexually meditative and reflective.

Similes and metaphors, drawn from the best of abundant life, abound in this hymnal of love songs, with references to the taste of good wine, the fragrance of flowers, the beauty in another. And vividness is never spared, not just when the lovers are awake but even when they sleep and dream:

I slept, but my heart was awake.
I listened! My beloved is knocking.
Open to me, my sister, my love, my dove, my perfect one.
for my head is wet with dew,
my locks with the drops of the night.’

Two hallelujahs...
I had put off my garment; How could I put it on again? I had bathed my feet; how could I soil them? My beloved thrust his hand into the opening, And my inmost being yearned for him, I arose to open to my beloved, And my hands dripped with myrrh, My fingers with liquid myrrh, But my beloved had turned and was gone. (5:2-6a)

And who was the beloved? Aha! The one who was: As fair as the moon, bright as the sun, As awesome and spectacular and terrifying As a whole army in full dress and carrying flowing banners. (6:10b)

For such words offered to us to express and enrich our sexuality by the Song of Songs, we sing and say again, “Hallelujah!”

And while not a guidebook, not a textbook, not a rulebook, the Song of Songs also portrays what good and, yes, what great sex is, beyond its pleasure, the pleasure enhanced by words, spoken and unspoken.

That is—irrespective of gender or orientation, irrespective of economic or social class, irrespective of physical condition—this book of poems teaches us that good and great sex also essentially includes mutuality, consent, commitment, intimacy, vulnerability, love, and, yes, justice—justice in the sense of the right relations that mutual love can bring to bloom interpersonally and in the wider spheres of human life.

And, by implication then, this collection of poems, reveals to us what bad or sinful sex involves: double standards, coercion, abuse, carelessness, disregard of the other, self-centeredness, injustice—relations out-of-whack, relations out of good and creative order, relations that distort and abuse power.

Hallelujah for what we learn from this hymnbook! And one more thing this Song of Songs gives us: the affirmation that sex has both its intensely private and its public character—that it must, necessarily, express itself in secret and that it must also be allowed to be seen publically, as a witness, as a disclosure, as a revelation of what is essentially true about our divinely-given creaturality and our divinely given humanity. In both its private and public modes, then, sex is sacramental in that it captures what is true and authentic about all that is in the intensity and density of sex’s particularity.

Hallelujah! We probably ought not to simply say it but we should instead sing its melodic themes in harmonious, triumphant, and major chords.

But there is a second “Hallelujah” that’s been given to us this morning. A second and a different “Hallelujah.” Not ancient but contemporary, at least relatively so.

Oh yes, there are some elements of this second “Hallelujah” that are in keeping with the Song of Songs—of a time, for example, when one lover let the other know “what was really going on below” and when one lover moved in the other, “And the holy dove was moving too, And every breath we drew was Hallelujah.”

Vivid stuff, like the Song of Songs. But in this second song, those wondrous feelings and those vivid words are only memories, not expressions of current sexual experience.

Now it’s a different story. Not the holy dove but a question of whether there is a god at all, let alone a god of love, since the lover tells us that all he (or she) ever learned from love “was how to shoot somebody who outdrew you.”

It’s not a cry that you hear at night It’s not somebody who’s seen the light No… It’s a cold and it’s a broken Hallelujah.

Baby I’ve been here before I’ve seen this room and I’ve walked the floor You know I used to live alone before I knew you. And I’ve seen your flag on the marble arch And love is not a victory march It’s a cold and it’s a broken Hallelujah.

How strikingly different, in its vividness, from the Song of Songs.

So which one will we choose? Which one will we embrace this day? Which one will we make our own this hour?
We still need to appreciate what it’s like to first fall in love, to anticipate what might yet be for falling in love again.

Reflexively, my guess is, we opt immediately for the ancient text, not just because it’s scripture—and seemingly redemptive scripture at that, given all the other sexually-negative teachings in so much of the so-called holy books. But we also reflexively choose it because we think we ought to, because we’re called to be religious leaders, and we think it’s our calling to point to this ancient text as a way of redeeming the lives, the sexual lives, of those we are called to serve.

We reflexively embrace the Song of Songs. But how true is that ancient text to our own experience? How true was it to total lives of those young lovers as they moved through the rest of their lives, from enchantment and exploration, to engagement and marriage, to family life with children, to becoming accustomed to the all-too-familiar, to being tempted by something or someone new, to growing older and feeble, to losing the sense of sight and smell and, yes, of sex, to moving toward death?

And how true and relevant is it to what we experience in our intimate relations throughout most of the stages of our lives—strained and tested, faithful and straying, sentimental and hardened?

Don’t get me wrong. We still need to say and sing “Hallelujah” when we read and hear the words and rhythms of the Song of Songs. We still need to appreciate what it’s like to first fall in love, to anticipate what might yet be for falling in love again. We still need to find the right words for sexual love wherever we are in life’s journey. We still need it as a guide to what constitutes good and even great sex, good and great love.

But the Song of Songs, many of us learn, represents the exceptional. Yes, it tells us something about who we are essentially and who God is essentially, but it doesn’t help much with our fallenness or even our redemption from that fallenness. I personally even question whether it sufficiently portrays, by implication, the sacred, the divine, the holy.

To be sure, it corrects an understanding of the creation, of humanity, and of God that has redemption achieved by a rigid adherence to an arbitrary set of rules. But it replaces that understanding with another set of unachievable ideals—ideals that we can only approach at our best moments but cannot sustain, and ideals that aren’t all that faithful to what we know of the divine in the totality of the narratives of our scriptures.

As my friend and colleague, David Gregg, suggested to me: “The Song of Songs, it turns out, is not so good or not so helpful for sinners, just for saints.”

Cohen’s “Hallelujah” comes closer—closer to the reality we experience in most of our lives and in the experience of those we serve. Cohen even comes closer to the god of our holy texts, when he allows his scriptures to be disclose of what the divine is, what the divine experiences, what the divine does: a god who knows disappointment, a god who experiences separation, a god who feels coldness, and yet a god who, despite all that, persists in singing “Hallelujah” about the creation and humanity within that creation.

Faith and leadership in faith communities has to do with an openness to hear and learn and play a secret chord that, as a fallen David found, pleases the Lord. Even when baffled by that chord, as a fallen David learned, it strikes what is authentic about life—not all in a major key, but one that goes like this: “the fourth, the fifth, the minor fall, the major lift.”

Then we might be able to sing:
I did my best, it wasn’t much
I couldn’t feel, so I tried to touch
I’ve told the truth, I didn’t come to fool you
And even though it all went wrong
I’ll stand before the Lord of Song
With nothing on my tongue but Hallelujah.

Jon Ebel, AM 1999, PhD 2004, was awarded tenure at the University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign and is now Associate Professor of American Religion. He was also awarded the Helen Conley Pettit prize for the best tenure dossier in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences.

Topher Elderkin, MDiv 2013, is also a Chaplain Resident with Presence Health Systems and working at Saint Mary and Elizabeth Medical Center, all in Chicago.

Yvonne Gilmore, MDiv 2006, has been named Associate Dean of Disciples Divinity House at The University of Chicago.

Thandiwe Goblelade, MDiv 2013, was ordained a minister in the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) on August 25, 2013, at First Christian Church in Greensboro, North Carolina. She is now Clinical Pastoral Education Resident Chaplain at Advocate Christ Medical Center in Chicago, Illinois.

Dale Goldsmith, AM 1964, PhD 1973, recently published Speaking of Dying: Recovering the Church's Voice in the Face of Death (Beacon Press, 2012), with coauthors Fred Craddock and Joy V. Goldsmith. The book critiques the failure of Christians to communicate healthily about dying and reminds the church of scriptural, Christological, and pastoral resources to strengthen its ministry to the dying.

Celeste Groff, MDiv 2013, is now interim director of spiritual care for the Gilead Ministry of Hyde Park Union Church at Jackson Park Hospital.

Kelly Hayes, AM 1996, PhD 2004, joined the Universidade Estadual do Rio de Janeiro as a visiting professor for fall 2012, in conjunction with a Fulbright grant for U.S. scholars. As part of her Fulbright project, she is researching the Valley of the Dawn, a new Brazilian religion founded in 1968. She is Associate Professor of Religious Studies at Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis.


Susan Hill, AM 1986, PhD 1993, has been named Director of the Center for Excellence in Teaching and Learning, at the University of Northern Iowa, where she is also Professor of Religion.

John O. Hodges, PhD 1980, has recently published Delta Fragments: The Recollections of a Sharecropper’s Son (The University of Tennessee Press, June 2013). The book which is part autobiography and part critical essay examines Hodges’ early life growing up in the Mississippi Delta town of Greenwood, where he was the son of black sharecroppers and attended segregated schools. He is now Associate Professor Emeritus in the Department of Religious Studies at the University of Tennessee at Knoxville.

John Howell, PhD 2013, is now Coordinator for Recruiting and Admissions at the University of Chicago Divinity School.


Sandhya Jha, MDiv 2005, is now Director of the Oakland Peace Center and Director of Interfaith Programs for the East Bay Housing Organization in Oakland, California.

Joel Kaminsky, AM 1984, PhD 1993, recently co-edited (with Gary Anderson) an anthology in honor of Jon D. Levenson’s 65th birthday. Professor Levenson, currently the Albert A. List Professor of Jewish Studies at Harvard, taught Hebrew Bible at the University of Chicago Divinity School for much of the 1980’s. The book is entitled The Call of Abraham: Essays on the Election of Israel in Honor of Jon D. Levenson (University of Notre Dame Press, 2013). This volume contains contributions from a number of Divinity School graduates including Kevin Madigan (Harvard Divinity School), Mark Reauser (Marian University), Brooks Schramm (Lutheran Theological Seminary at Gettysburg), and Joel Kaminsky (Smith College).

Peter Iver Kaufman, AM 1973, PhD 1975, published two new books in 2013: The edited volume Leadership and Elizabethan Culture, and the monograph Religion Annual Shakespeare. Professor Kaufman was also voted “Faculty Member of the Year” by the student government at the University of Richmond as well as “Distinguished Educator” by a committee of his colleagues and alumni.

James A. Kelhoffer, AM 1996, PhD 1999, has moved from Saint Louis University (Missouri) to the Faculty of Theology at Uppsala University (Sweden), where he was appointed Professor of New Testament Exegesis. He has published a monograph on persecution and identity formation utilizing Bouddhistic theory: Persecution, Persuasion and Power: Readiness to Withstand Hardship as a Corroboration of Legitimacy in the New Testament (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2010). He also edited, with fellow alumni Stephen P. Ahearn-Kroll (PhD 2005) and Paul A. Holloway (PhD 1998), Women and Gender in Ancient Religions: Interdisciplinary Approaches (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2010), a volume honoring former Divinity School professor Adela Yarbro Collins. He also edited, with Jorg Frey and Franz Töth, Die Johanneusepakte: Kontexte—Konzepze—Rezeption (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2012). Kelhoffer has served, with Divinity School professor Hans-Josef Klauck inter alii, as an associate editor (Mitherausgeber) for the monograph series Wissenschaftliche Untersuchungen zum Neuen Testament (Verlag Mohr Siebeck) since 2011.

Jennifer Kottler, MDiv 2003, has founded SEED (Spiritual Energy Engagement and Direction) to provide professional life and leadership coaching services to individuals, organizations, and faith communities who are seeking to transform the way they are working.

Karl Lampley, PhD 2012, has just published *A Theological Account of Nat Turner: Christianity, Violence, and Theology* (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2013). He is currently working as an adjunct faculty lecturer at Santa Clara University in California and serving in ministry at Downs Memorial United Methodist Church in Oakland, California while seeking ordination in the United Methodist Church.

James W. Lewis, PhD 1987, who served as Dean of Students at the Divinity School from 1980–1991, retired as Executive Director of the Louisville Institute at Louisville Presbyterian Theological Seminary in the summer of 2012. Lewis was the Institute’s first Executive Director and served for twenty years, developing a national center for the support of research and leadership education on North American religion. During that time, the work of the institute supported through grants at least 141 dissertations, 182 books, and 315 books.

Don Pittman, PhD 1987, retired from Phillips Theological Seminary as Vice President of Academic Affairs and Dean and as the William Tabbernee Professor of the History of Religions.

William Vasilio Sotirovich, AM 1957, recently had his book *Grotius Universe: Divine Law and A Quest for Harmony* enter a second edition in 2013. The second edition marks the birth of the Dutch jurist Hugo Grotius (1583) and his contributions to international law. The book emphasizes the interrelationship between theology and jurisprudence in Grotius’ works, while also including discussions of the United Nations Declaration of Human Rights.

Joshua Osley, MDiv 2013, is the new Program Administrator for the International Studies program in the College at the University of Chicago.

Michael Turner, PhD 2013, will be a part-time instructor at Georgia Gwinnett College in Lawrenceville, Georgia.

Alexis Vaughan, MDiv 2012, was ordained on September 14, 2014, and is now the Associate Minister for Christian Education at Westmoreland Congregational UCC in Bethesda, Maryland.
Alan Verskin, AM 2004, published Oppressed in the Land: Fatwas on Muslims Living under Non-Muslim Rule from the Middle Ages to the Present (Princeton: Markus Wiener Publishers, 2013). The book showcases diverse reflections by major Muslim thinkers on the political, social, and theological ramifications of living in countries with non-Muslim governments. Verskin is Assistant Professor of Islamic and Mediterranean Studies at the University of Rhode Island.

Richard Wiebe, AM 1976, was appointed Associate Professor of Philosophy at Fresno Pacific University in 2010. He has recently published: “The Metaphysics of Forest Fires: An Annotated Review of the Literature,” in Pacific Journal, vol. 2, 2011. Professor Wiebe gave several public lectures as a researcher in Navajo philosophy at the Museum of Northern Arizona in Flagstaff, and he routinely gives lectures on important American environmental philosophers to the Sierra Club.

Christian Williams, MDiv 2013, is working on a PhD in clinical psychology at the University of Illinois in Urbana-Champaign.

Losses

Donald G. Nelson, BD 1962, has died of lymphoma. He died in 2004 at the age of sixty-seven.

He chose the Divinity School after two years at Wheaton College. After graduating he served at Glendale Baptist Church in Madison and First Baptist Church of Beaver Dam, both in Wisconsin. He also served as a prison chaplain at the Waupan Correctional Institute, and as the Executive Director of Volunteers in Probation, a Madison-based nonprofit that offered friendships to recently paroled criminals. During several years when he worked a secular job, he somehow always found time to do pulpit supply or interims at sundry small churches. He finished his career at the UCC Church of Belleville and Folsom, where he served for eighteen years.

Reverend Nelson was survived by his former spouse, Vicky Eby, his children Eric Nelson and Brian Nelson, and his brother Robert Nelson (also an alum). He was buried in Belleville, Wisconsin. His greatest wish was to have grandchildren. His wish has now been fulfilled with four of them: Aimee and Karina Nelson (Eric) and Ian and Isaac Nelson (Brian).
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